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Help future generations track the history of your precious patchwork by adding an easy-to-finish

label to the back of your quilts. These 50 iron-on transfers are great to use with fabric markers or

embroidery.
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Perhaps I didn't follow the diections properly, but the iron-on quilt labels didn't work for me. The

label I selected only partially imprinted on the fabric, even after pressing a hot iron on it for lnger

than the directions indicated. I'll try again at another time, but I ended up creating my own label

design using fabric markers.

I make a lot of quilts for gifts. I love to be able to write a personalized message.These labels are

great. You can color them as you like with fabric markersand many are compatible with designs I

make. Great product

I love that this come in a book form and it has little tester on the corner of the pages to check the

transfer on the material. It was easy to use, just cut and iron on. The label are mirror images, if you

have difficulty trying to read it. Use a mirror to read the label.

I like these labels. I had some trouble getting the transfers to be clear and even--but I think that was

user error. The transfers have a nice variety. They tend toward the large scale and country in style.

Most have places you can write in some form of 'to' or 'from' when gifting a quilt. Since I wanted to



use these for some baby quilts it was difficult to find some small enough to use. But I have 49 left

and I'm sure I'll use the rest!

A wide range of quilt labels with a detailed "how to" make them. If your looking to make your own

labels, this is the book for you!

This is a great product! The directions are easy to follow and the labels are fun to color in and

personalize. I was able to determine that each iron on label can be used multiple times. I played

with one and it went thru about 4 or 5 before it couldn't be used any more the directions are easy to

follow and the label is washable!

I love these! I have recently started quilting and making washable stuffed animals for my two young

grandsons. I have used these on the quilts I recently made and plan to use them on other projects

as well.

There are a lot of designs that I would never use in this book. It has iron on labels, which is great.

After ironing them on, you can take fabric pens and color in the design or embroider over to give it

your own touch.
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